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HOW IT WORKS

HOW IT WORKS

CLASSIC ADAPTERS

RIFLE ADAPTER
Compatible with most traditional 
hunting rifl es that use a standard 
removable rifl e sling swivel Stud.

For direct attachment to 
M1913 Mil-Std Picatinny 
accessory rails.

For direct attachment to 
genuine M-Lok accessory 
rails.

For direct attachment to genuine 
Key Mod accessory rails.

For direct attachment to genuine 
UIT (Anschutz) accessory rails.

Designed to be bonded into 
wooden and synthetic rifl e 
stocks.

Enables our Valhalla Bipod to 
be attached rifl es with M-Lok 
accessory rails.

Enables our Valhalla Bipod to 
be attached rifl es with M1913 
Mil-Std Picatinny accessory 
rails.

M-LOK ADAPTER

UIT ADAPTER

M-LOK ADAPTER

DISCOVER STABILITY

PICATINNY ADAPTER

KEY MOD ADAPTER

GUNSMITH ADAPTERS

PICATINNY ADAPTER

VALHALLA ADAPTERS

Compatible products - Javelin, Sentinel, Ascent, Davros & Davros Pro

Compatible products - Valhalla

By simply fi tting a small adapter to your rifl e you can enjoy the many benefi ts of the Patented Spartan Magnetic Attachment 
System. We use strong Neodymium rare earth magnets so our products lock securely when located in the adapter and won’t let 
go until you’re ready to pack up and move on.
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JAVELIN BIPODS
The Javelin range of bipods uses our patented magnetic attachment system 
that enables the bipod to be carried separately in a holster, pocket or backpack 
and attached in seconds only when you need it to make the shot.
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LITE
Interchangeable fi xed-height Lite legs

Track targets with the pan function

Cant facility for uneven terrain

Rubber and tungsten carbide feet

Low profi le adapter makes 
carrying a slung rifl e comfortable

+
+
+
+
+

Specifcations Mini Standard Long

Attachment Spartan Classic Adapters

Weight 130g / 4.6oz 135g / 4.8oz 140g / 5oz

Cant & Pan 30° Cant and 60° Pan

Ground Clearance 13cm / 5.1” 18.5cm / 7.2” 22cm / 8.7”

DISCOVER STABILITY JAVELIN BIPODS
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PRO HUNT

DISCOVER STABILITYJAVELIN BIPODS

Adjustable & interchangeable twist lock Pro Legs+
Leg Lock-Out button to open and close legs+
Track targets with the pan function+
Cant facility for uneven terrain+
Rubber and tungsten carbide feet+
Low profi le adapter makes 
carrying a slung rifl e comfortable

+

Specifcations Standard Long

Attachment Spartan Classic Adapters

Weight 176g / 6.3oz 183g / 6.4oz

Cant & Pan 30° Cant and 60° Pan

Ground Clearance 18.5cm - 24.5cm / 7.2” - 9.6” 22cm - 31.5cm / 8.7” - 12.4”
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PRO HUNT TAC

DISCOVER STABILITY JAVELIN BIPODS

Spring loaded interchangeable Tac Legs+
Leg Lock-Out button to open and close legs+
Track targets with the pan function+
Cant facility for uneven terrain+
Rubber and tungsten carbide feet+
Low profi le adapter makes 
carrying a slung rifl e comfortable

+

Specifcations Standard Long

Attachment Spartan Classic Adapters

Weight 215g / 7.6oz 236g / 8.3oz

Cant & Pan 30° Cant and 60° Pan

Ground Clearance 17.9cm - 23.2cm / 7” - 9.1” 22.8cm - 31cm / 8.9” - 12.2”
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      Spartan makes the best hunting 
bipods I’ve ever used. The design is 
simple and elegant and tough as hell. 
You don’t know it’s there until you 
need it. And when you need it, you’re 
glad you have Spartan.

STEVEN RINELLA
MeatEater

“

“
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VALHALLA BIPOD
Optimised to provide a light and incredibly stable platform for hunters and long-range 
precision shooters in all environments, the Valhalla Bipod attaches to tactical-style rifles 
with Picatinny or M-Lok rails and can be folded under the rifle or removed in an instant for 
storage and transport. With adjustment for cant, height-adjustable spring-assisted tac 
legs can be altered with one hand and deploy in seconds with five pitch positions.
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VALHALLA
Spring loaded interchangeable Tac Legs+
Five leg pitch settings from 0° to 180°+
Locking cant facility for uneven terrain+
Rubber and tungsten carbide feet+
Fitted in seconds or hang permanently under the rifl e+
Mount the Valhalla directly onto the 
Sentinel or Davros

+

Specifcations Standard Long

Attachment Spartan Valhalla Adapters

Weight 373g / 13oz 395g  / 13.9oz

Ground Clearance 12cm - 21.8cm / 4.7” - 8.6” 16cm - 30cm / 6.3oz - 11.8”

Cant 10° left & right with limit screw installed

Leg Posistions 0°, 45°, 90°, 135° & 180°

Adapter Weights Picatinny 70g / 2.5oz   M-Lok 43g / 1.5oz
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      I found the Valhalla to be the 
rare all-rounder for precision rifles. 
The combination of light weight 
construction with exceptional 
design and material  selection 
make it the rare piece of kit that 
can do anything.

ANDREW C
Customer

“

“
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SENTINEL TRIPOD
Configurable as a monopod, bipod or tripod, the multi-functional Sentinel negates the 
roughest of terrains to ensure a stable shooting platform for a broad range of rifles, as well 
as optical devices. With the Spartan Magnetic Attachment System, the Sentinel delivers 
a smooth and stable 360-degree arc of fire with extensive elevation, depression and cant  
adjustment. Slim, light and compact with legs that can be used as trekking poles, the  
Sentinel is easy to maintain and transport, making it the ultimate rifle support system.
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SENTINEL TRIPOD

Specifcations Mountain Woodland

Attachment Spartan Classic & Optics Adapters

Weight 995g / 2lbs 3.2oz 1215g / 2lbs 10.8oz

Ground Clearance 49cm - 117cm / 19.3” - 46” 62cm - 171cm / 24.4” - 67.3”

Cant & Pan 25° left & right - 360° Pan

Leg Pitch Posistions 23°

Friction adjustable ball joint ensures smooth rifl e control+
Four-part legs with secure twist locks allow for precise height adjustment+
Removable hook to receive weights for added stability+
Compatible with the full range of Spartan legs+
Durable tungsten carbide tips with tethered synthetic boots+
Detachable legs for use as trekking poles+
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        The Sentinel has stood up to 
winter predator control in Swedish 
Lapland, where I have high demands 
on functional ity/f lexibi l i ty  and 
where the climate really tests build 
quality and materials. It has handled 
everything without any mishaps, 
which I have yet to say for any other 
bipod of sitting height.

ULF LINDROTH
MyOutdoorTV

“

“
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ASCENT TRIPOD
Designed for backcountry hunters who need to travel light without compromising on the 
kit they need to be successful the feature-rich, multi-functional Ascent tripod provides a 
rock-steady platform for a broad range of rifles and optics and can be carried on a pack. 

Incorporating a Davros Pro head to enable rapid rifle attachment, smooth 360-degree 
panning and increased control in demanding environments, the Ascent’s compact 
four-part twist-lock legs provide multiple pitch positions and can be detached for use 
as trekking poles. A height adjustable centre column allows fine adjustment to make 
prolonged periods of glassing more comfortable.
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ASCENT TRIPOD
Davros Pro for silky smooth optics control and rock-solid rifl e support+
Multiple leg pitch positions+
Adjustable centre column for fi ne height adjustment+
Compact four-part legs with high-performance twist leg locks+
Removable hook to receive weights and further increase stability+
Compatible with the full range of Spartan legs+
Durable tungsten carbide tips with tethered synthetic boots+

Specifcations Mountain Woodland

Attachment Spartan Classic & Optics Adapters

Weight 1485g / 3lbs 4.4oz 1700g / 3lbs 12.0oz

Ground Clearance 31cm - 146cm (Column Up) 131cm (Column Down)
12.2” - 57.5” (Column Up) 51.6” (Column Down)

33cm - 201cm (Column Up) 186cm (Column Down)
13” - 79.1” (Column Up) 73.2” (Column Down)

Cant & Pan 40° left & right - 360° Pan

Leg Pitch Posistions 23°, 35°, 51°& 74°
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       I  hauled the Ascent through the 
alders and mountains of Alaska hunting 
Dall sheep and caribou, through elk 
country in New Mexico, and used it to 
glass herds of aoudad in West Texas. I’ve 
been nothing but impressed. The Ascent 
is a solid tripod, and considering that I 
already use the Spartan bipods, it’s a 
natural f it and provides added flexibility 
as a shooting support in the f ield.

TYLER FREEL
Outdoor Life

“

“
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DAVROS HEAD
Many hunters have already invested in tripods and shooting rests. The Davros head  
retro-fits to such systems so they can exploit the Spartan Magnetic Attachment System, 
enabling you to swap quickly and securely between different rifles, optics and other devices 
with standard 1/4” or 3/8” UNC threads.
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DAVROS HEAD
Smooth and stable 360-degree arc of fi re with a wide range
of elevation, depression and cant adjustmet

+

Improved tension ring to give more control of the friction 
adjustable ball joint

+

+ Compatible with tripods and shooting sticks with 
UNC 3/8”-16 or 1/4”-20 UNC threads

Specifcations Davros Head

Weight 115g / 4oz

Cant 25° L & R

Pan 360°

Attachment Spartan Classic & Optics Adapters

Mounting Thread UNC ⅜ - 16 (Bush included for 1/4”-20 threads)
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      It has made things so quick 
and easy for me. I  use it on my 
tripod with all the adapters and it 
makes for such a smooth transition 
between optics and even shooting 
off of it. Excellent product!

DAVE D
Customer

“ “
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DAVROS PRO HEAD
Building on the success of the original Davros head and customer feedback, the  
Davros Pro retro-fits to any tripod or shooting stick system with a 1/4” or 3/8” UNC thread. 
The patented Spartan magnetic attachment system enables hunters to exploit a stable  
platform to glass for long periods, using enhanced pan control, before swapping to their 
rifle in an instant. Two tension control knobs operate the Davros Pro smoothly through a 
wide range of elevation, depression and cant adjustment to ensure a stable base for even 
the toughest shots at extreme mountain angles.
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DAVROS PRO HEAD
Increased range of elevation, depression and cant adjustment to ensure a 
stable base for even the toughest shots at extreme mountain angles.

+

Enhanced control with two tension control knobs+
Smooth and stable 360-degree arc of fi re+

Compatible with tripods and shooting sticks with 3/8”-16 or 1/4”-20 
UNC thread

+

Swap quickly and securely between different rifl es, optics and other 
devices with standard 3/8”-16 or 1/4”-20 UNC threads

+

Specifcations Davros Pro Head

Weight 213g / 7.5oz

Cant 40° left & right

Pan 360° Pan

Attachment Spartan Classic & Optics Adapters

Mounting Thread UNC ⅜ - 16 (Bush included for 1/4”-20 threads)
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            Range of motion is excellent, 
shoot as steep as you desire up 
or down. Quality is Spartan so 
self explanatory.

TIM J
Customer

“ “
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ACCESSORIES
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HEAVY OPTICS ADAPTER

Turns your Sentinel, Ascent or Davros head into a 
super-stable optics & camera platform in seconds. The 
magnetic attachment system gives instant fi tting and 
has an adjustable lever system for extra security.

Includes a carbon control arm+

Weight - 65g / 2.4oz+

Compatible with Davros, Davros Pro, 
Sentinel & Ascent

+
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LIGHT OPTICS ADAPTER

Enables you to use your Davros head, Ascent or Sentinel 
tripod with lightweight cameras, spotting scopes, 
binoculars or anything else with a ¼” thread.

Weight - 5g / 0.2oz+

Compatible with Davros, Davros Pro, 
Sentinel & Ascent

+
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BINOCULAR ADAPTER

Spartan’s Binocular Adapter helps you exploit the 
stability of your Davros Heads and Sentinel and Ascent 
tripods by attaching your glass in an instant via the 
Spartan Magnetic Attachment System. What’s more, 
the low-profi le design will accommodate most bino 
harnesses and is suitable for binoculars with a housing 
diameter of 45 to 65mm.

Weight - 98g / 3.5oz+

Detachable strap for open or closed bridge binoculars+

Compatible with Davros, Davros Pro, 
Sentinel & Ascent

+
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PRO CLAMP

Designed for multiple applications, such as high seats, 
tree stands and ATVs, the Pro Clamp works with the 
Spartan Davros head and other ball heads to provide 
secure and stable support for cameras and other opti-
cal equipment. Designed to attach to fl at and rounded 
surfaces, devices can be mounted on three 3/8”-16 and 
four ¼”-20 threaded holes. Small and compact, the Pro 
Clamp will fi t into a pocket or rucksack.

Weight - 277g / 9.8oz+

Three 3/8”-16 threaded holes and four 1/4”-20 
threaded holes for mounting attachments to 
the clamp

+

Fine and coarse control adjustment knobs+
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ARCA TO SPARTAN CONVERTER

Now shooters that have already invested in a third party 
Arca-compatible ball or pan head can exploit the benefi ts 
of the Spartan magnetic rifl e attachment system. Made 
from CNC machined 7075-T7531 aluminium with a durable 
hard-anodised fi nish, the Arca to Spartan Converter
attaches quickly and securely and is compatible with all 
Spartan Classic adapters, enabling rapid rifl e attachment.

Weight - 30g / 1.1oz+

Compatible with all Spartan Classic adapters+

Fits most third-party Arca compatible 
ball and pan heads

+
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TREKKING POLE HANDLES

The legs on our Sentinel and Ascent tripods are 
designed to detach for use as trekking poles. Our pole 
handles attach quickly and easily and are made from 
durable materials. They are ergonomically designed 
for a comfortable grip with the added security of 
adjustable padded wrist straps.

Weight - 51g / 1.7oz per handle+

Adjustable padded wrist straps+

Sold in singles+
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SPIKES

A great addition to our trekking poles, tripod systems or 
bipod for snow or soft ground.

Weight - 19g / 0.7oz+
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LITE LEGS

Light weight legs that are simple, strong and available in 
three fi xed heights. Compatible with other Javelin and Valhalla 
bipods as well as the Ascent and Sentinel tripods, they feature 
tungsten carbide feet with removable rubber boots for a steady 
aim regardless of the terrain.

Available in Mini, Standard & Long lengths +
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PRO LEGS

Lightweight and strong, Pro legs fi t all Javelin and Valhalla 
bipods, as well as the Ascent and Sentinel tripods. 
Featuring a simple but reliable twist-lock mechanism, 
Pro legs can be adjusted quickly and easily for different 
heights, and the tungsten carbine feet with removable 
rubber boots provide a steady platform in any terrain.

Available in Standard, Long &  19.5” - 42” lengths+
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TAC LEGS

Spring-assisted Tac legs can be height-adjusted with one hand 
to achieve a level platform on the most uneven of surfaces. 
Thanks to our modular threaded leg system, Tac legs work with 
all Javelin and Valhalla bipods, as well as Ascent and Sentinel 
tripods, and feature tungsten carbide feet fi nished with 
removable rubber boots for added stability in different terrains.

Available in Standard & Long lengths +

DISCOVER STABILITYACCESSORIES
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MULTI-TOOL

The Spartan Multi-Tool is a light and compact multi
functional toolset that can be used to make adjustments 
to your equipment in the fi eld. The Multi-Tool can also be 
combined with the Ascent tripod and Tac Legs to form a 
highly effective mini tripod system.

Weight - 131g / 4.6oz+
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#SPARTANSUNITE

Share your Spartan photos on social media @spartanprecision



Unit 1, The Dutch Barn, Beech Green Lane, Hartfield TN7 4DB
All pictures shown are for illustration purposes. The actual product may vary.
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